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Waitangi Weekend 2012 saw a total of nineteen VWs, nine of which were
from the Nelson V-Dub Club converge on the sleepy alpine resort village of
Hanmer Springs for the 2012 Das Alpentour. The total make up of VWs
present were about thirteen Kombis and six Beetles.
Due to a last minute change the venue for the Saturday park up and public
display was shifted to the Presbyterian Church grounds which proved to be a
good 'save' as the church and grounds with the mature pine trees provided a
neat Gothic backdrop for the classic VWs and was located just over the road
from the Saturday market which served to feed a constant stream of
interested public into the VW display.
Some highlights from the VW line up were John and Ineke’s classic
Starliner
Caravan sporting its new sea green and white paint scheme towed by
their 1500 beetle that on the trip over to Hanmer, in spite of experiencing an engine over heat on the passes managed to hack the task.
Paul and Gina Cooper’s 'Herbie the Love Bug' kept the public entertained
with his windscreen wipers/and horn conversations.
Two very tidy sea green and white split screen Kombi camper vans along
with a variety of different bay window campers created allot of public
interest.
It was interesting talking with people to learn just how many folk at some
time in the past had owned a VW Beetle or a Kombi Van.
John and Glenice Baty's silver Karmann Cabriolet Super Beetle
proved to be quiet a show stopper, looking very inviting with
the top down. (You would not want to be leaving it parked up
town with the top down and the keys in
the ignition!)
Later in the morning the Bratwurst grill food stall arrived to
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DAT continued …..
serve up tasty treats in the form of Frankfurter and
Bratwurst grill hot dogs.
At About 3:30pm the display was wound up and
capped off with the usual amass convoy cruise around
the Alpine village of Hanmer after which everyone was
free to fill in the rest of the afternoon as they wished.
Saturday evening saw everyone having a relaxed catch
up and kick back BBQ tea at the Alpine Adventure

Holiday Park camp ground which proved to be a great venue as there was enough space for most of the
VW happy campers to be allocated an area of their own with plenty of room for the children to dash
about playing storm the heights and for Paul Cooper to carry out some emergency rectification on
Herbies brakes.
Due to the cooler temperatures this Waitangi Weekend there were not many takers braving the camp
swimming pool!
Sunday morning saw some gather at Cannellini's Cafe for a farewell coffee and brunch where fond farewells were exchanged before some opted to get an early start on the road back home while others
chose to spend the rest of the weekend in Hanmer.
Once again another excellent Das Alpentour event was enjoyed by all who attended.
Thanks to Rob 'the Hatch' from Christchurch for organising the 2012 Das Alpentour.
If you have not yet attended a Hanmer Springs Das Alpentour before, I recommend that you put it on
your itinerary for 2013 (the 10th anniversary tour).
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Bremen Classic Motorshow—Ludwig Evertz
Hi Keri and friends overseas !
It's time to say hallo from far away Germany. Don't forget ! Here is real wintertime with minus 15 degrees these days
! But when the streets are frosted and
white the veteran car maniacs like me
come and gather indoors. Last weekend we had the 10th anniversary of
"Bremen Classic Motorshow" in the
huge exhibition centre with 7 halls
packed with cars, motorcycles, auto
parts, tools, memorabilia and all kinds
of stuff. It is not a VW show but all kinds
of brands and years of construction.
220 journalists from 11 countries and
40.000 visitors from all-over enjoyed the
show. Entrance fee was 14 Euros, but it

was worth it. I send a few V-Dub pics for my
friends in New Zealand knowing that you
are in the middle of summer, aren't you ?
The appointment for next year is February
first to third, 2013.
The 11th Bremen Classic Motorshow.
Best regards Ludwig & Larissa
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Mildred’s European Tour
As most, if not all, club members know Mildred (Keri & Daryl’s Bay Kombi) is set for an epic tour
this year. By the time you read this newsletter Mildred will have departed NZ shores to travel to
London via Singapore.
Her voyage will take around 6 weeks and travel around 20,000 km with one ship change in
Singapore. Painfully UK Customs required all contents of the vehicle, except those that related
directly to the vehicle (which we tried to reason that
all contents were camper related and it was a camper ...) had to be separately boxed and customs
cleared. Luckily on our way home NZ Customs
allow us to leave our items in the vehicle (cool!).
It is our intention to travel around UK and Europe
and visit about 30 countries in all, including Russia,
Greece, Croatia, Portugal, Sweden, Ireland and all
the countries in-between.

Preparing Mildred for her big OE was, quite
honestly, exhausting. We fitted a GPRS unit
(a Track and Trace, plus immobiliser), a manual immobiliser, tow bar and wiring for the bike
carrier that incorporates the taillights and
number plate as required by European law,
the front bull bars and side protection poles,
new wheels and tyres, repacked wheel bearings, CV joints, replaced battery, built custom
tools such as a rear stud removal spanner and collapsible axle stands….
We removed all items from the vehicle and
reanalyised their need being very ruthless with
kitchen gear and clothes (I think—I mean seriously
one pair of shoes?) and very generous with spare
parts and tools. We repacked to kombi to what
we considered the primo use of space available,
listed all this into never ending exhaustive lists to
assist in our unpacking then had a trial run to Hanmer for the DAT. After a successful trip we then
unpacked the kombi into shipping boxes. Not to
mention painstakingly cleaned the vehicle inside and
out, top to bottom. The hours spent underneath
Mildred with cleaning products and toothbrushes
was luckily not recorded.
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Mildred’s European Tour continued
Whilst the physical vehicle preparation was exhaustive it palled in comparison to the research needed
to take a NZ registered vehicle to European on NZ
Plates. Comprehensive Insurance took over 9
months of enquiries to over 120 companies. Then
there was our Green Card (3rd Party), our travel
insurance, our camping card (camping insurance) and
our shipping insurance. We had to investigate the
Schengen area requirements, confirm with Customs
offices in every country to confirm NZ vehicle
without a carnet, and check out all their road rules,
parking rules and country requirements. All these
documents have been shipped with Mildred whilst we
retained an electronic copy.
In comparison our own preparation for ourselves has
been relativity easy, Dental checkups, eye checkups and travel vaccines was about it.
Now that Mildred’s on her way, we are left with our small backpacks for our carry on luggage on
the plane. We are intending on taking no checked in bags—of course that all depends on what we
later realise we have forgotten to pack.
We wonder what we are going to do with our evenings and weekends for the next 9 weeks prior
to our own departure? Maybe the garden?
Note Mildred has a blog Check her out at:

http://europeinakombi.blogspot.co.nz/

Her Nelson
Departure
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Orienteering—By John Manshande
Sunday 26 February, the club had its Orienteering day, organised by
her indoors, Ineke.
At just before 11, I went to set up at the WOW car park to send people
on their way.
Ineke went to the beach, but before that still had to put a few things in
place and check things out again.
When I arrived at the WOW one club member was already there,
Moggie (Brian Mogford), our farrest member from Blenheim in his ‘63 bus.
Well done Brian, stunning effort again.
Slowly some more members dribbled in, and they were Mildred, P&G cooper, in the red
beetle, Dave and family in the yellow/white split,
George, without Coco, in his bay window, Peter and Lyn and Spencer roll over with the beetle.
Mike and Pip, and don’t forget Molly, in the yellow/white Brazilian kombi, and lastly Dale
with his beautiful 1957 oval.
All and all a reasonable turn-out on this beautiful day.
At 10 to 11 the first car was on its way, George Dunning all by himself with no navigator on
board, (must be hard to do)
Then with 10 minutes interval all the others left in good spirits.
By 12 o’clock all were gone and I was ready to go to the Tahuna play ground where most
people had already started the second leg of this O thing
By now I set up a place under the palm trees, for our picnic lunch.
And slowly but surly they all dropped in with some really good results, and after the last person was in, we had a lovely time having our picnic and drinks.
Prizes for everyone, with newest members Mike and Pip winning a big box of Roses for
their first prize. Good for you (it was also Mike’s birthday, so very fitting).
Looking forward to our next event.

Up and coming events Mark your calendar.

March 18th (Sunday)
PO Box 1039

Picnic in the Orchard

Nelson 7040
New Zealand

Email: admin@clubvdub.co.nz

h t t p: / / w w w .

c l u b vd u b . c

o. n z

http://www.clubvd
T h eub.co.nz
Enthusiasts
Volkswagen Club

Meet at Garin College, 11.00am to be
lead to the orchard. Admission price is:
Bring one item made from apples, be it
apple pie, apple crumble, apple tarts,
even toffee apples. After the picnic
you can pick some apples from the
trees to take home. NB if wet this will
be postponed until the following Sunday

Run Organiser: Grant Robb

Also in March (Date to be advised)

Hospice Charity Car
Parade
Date and details to be confirmed as and when we
are advised.
BTW If you have registered with the
Otago Club for this years

Run Organiser: to be advised

Nationals you should have recently
received a confirmation email
advising of receipt of entry.

April 66-9th (Easter)
Hosted this year by the Otago VW Enthusiasts
Club. Registrations and event information,
including accommodation details can be found on
their website: http://www.vwnationals.co.nz/. Be
sure to get your registrations in and your
accommodation booked now to avoid missing
out.

